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We study the dynamics of single DNA molecules driven by an electric field into a stationary obstacle.
These collisions are broadly classified as ‘‘hook’’ and ‘‘roll-off ’’ events. We show that obstacle-induced
electric field gradients stretch impacting DNA and thus greatly influence the hooking probability.
Consequently, in addition to collision geometry, determination of the hooking probability depends on
the Deborah number (De) for 0:5 < De < 40. Individual DNA impact dynamics are highly configuration sensitive, characteristic of polymers in elongational flows and fields.

Polymer collisions occur in many settings, ranging
from biological macromolecule interactions [1], to the
rheology of polymer melts [2], to DNA electrophoresis
[3]. Although typically ignored, obstacles in microfluidic
devices can induce complex flows and fields that can
complicate polymer-obstacle interactions. In the past ten
years, the single polymer-obstacle collision problem has
drawn increasing attention because the holdup time for a
hairpin hooking collision depends on the length of
the polymer and therefore serves as a possible way to
size-separate polyelectrolytes such as DNA. Proof-ofprinciple separations with this mechanism have already
been performed using a sparse array of obstacles [4,5].
Optimization and improvement of these devices require
knowledge of the poorly understood microscale physics.
Hooking collisions were first observed experimentally
in agarose gels [6] and later in dense microfabricated
obstacle arrays [7,8]. Recently they have been observed
in other obstacle-filled environments [4,5,9]. However, no
experimental work has been done to systematically study
the impact dynamics of single DNA-obstacle collision
events. Single collisions have been addressed by simulations which have generally considered point-sized obstacles and the infinite electric field limit [10 –13].
Recent improvements have been done to study moderate
electric fields with small obstacles [14], and strong electric fields with finite-sized conducting obstacles [15].
However, most collision-based separation devices employ
insulating obstacles on the order of the DNA size. Simulations and analysis of realistic insulating, finite-sized
obstacles have not been considered.
When obstacles have a finite size, in addition to hooking collisions,‘‘roll-offs’’ can occur where the DNA impacts the obstacle and simply advects around one side
[15]. For example, Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) show our experimental images of -DNA (48.5 kbp) impacting an obstacle during both a roll-off and a hooking collision. The
geometric parameters Robs =Rg (ratio of the obstacle radius to the DNA equilibrium radius of gyration) and b=Rg
(ratio of the offset between an impacting molecule’s
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center of mass and the obstacle center to Rg [16]), are
naturally important for determination of the hooking
probability. As both Robs =Rg and b=Rg increase, it becomes less likely for an impacting DNA configuration to
span the obstacle, so more and more collisions are rolloffs [15]. However, little else is known of this important
transition between roll-offs and hooking collisions.
In this Letter, we study the impact dynamics of an
electrophoretically driven DNA molecule colliding into
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FIG. 1. Time-lapse images (0.17 s intervals) of (a) a roll-off
collision and (b) a hooking collision of -DNA with an
obstacle (Robs  0:8 m) at E  15 V=cm (Pe  5:5, De 
13). Obstacles are artificially added for clarity. (c) scanning
electron microscopy image of a typical PDMS obstacle with
Robs  0:8 m. (d) Electrophoretic traces of 0:5 m diameter
carboxylated beads at E  29 V=cm around a PDMS obstacle
(Robs  10 m). Solid lines indicate expected 2D trajectories
around an insulating cylinder in an unbounded conductor.
(e) Primary axes of extension (black) and compression (gray)
(with length normalized by ")
_ along a typical field line.
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a single insulating obstacle in a microfluidic device. The
DNA molecule is characterized by its persistence length
a, contour length L, diffusivity D, relaxation time , and
electrophoretic mobility  [17]. The preimpact DNA
molecule has an equilibrium configuration [18] in a uniform electric field with magnitude E far from the obstacle. We show that in addition to b=Rg and Robs =Rg , the
hooking process is governed by a dynamic parameter
De  2E=Robs , the ratio of the rate of maximum
DNA deformation to DNA relaxation in an obstacleinduced field gradient. For reference, we also define the
Peclet number Pe  Ea=D. Pe is used to properly scale
the electric field when considering either the extension of
an end-tethered chain or the collision of a DNA with a
point obstacle in a uniform electric field [11,14].
We designed a model experimental system [19] to
study single collisions of -DNA with stationary microfabricated PDMS [poly(dimethylsiloxane)] obstacles
[Fig. 1(c)]. We stain -DNA with a fluorescent dye
(TOTO-1, 4.7:1 bp:dye molecule), apply an electric field,
and observe single DNA molecule dynamics using fluorescence videomicroscopy.
The electrical conductivity of a PDMS obstacle is 12
orders of magnitude smaller than that of the buffer, so
these obstacles deflect electric current. This is generally
true for many other materials used for obstacles in lab-onchip processes, e.g., glass, plastics, colloids, or emulsion
drops. Recently, others have explored applications using
insulating obstacles such as size-excluded trajectory
DNA separations [20] and dielectrophoretic focusing
[21] (Note: dielectrophoretic forces are negligible in our
study). However, here we will focus on how the obstacleinduced electric field gradients deform DNA molecules,
which is intimately linked to hook formation.
To validate that the obstacles are insulating, we track
electrophoretic motion of fluorescent beads around an
obstacle [Fig. 1(d)]. We find that the obstacles are insulating and sufficiently isolated from wall effects since the
field lines of our confined system match the solution for
an isolated insulating cylinder (confirmed by finite element calculations). In our obstacle-centered coordinate
system of Fig. 1(e), the electrophoretic velocity field v,
i.e., the velocity of a negatively charged object with
mobility , near an obstacle is
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dients greatly affect the probability of forming a hooked
configuration, Phook , on finite-sized obstacles. The characteristic length scale of these field gradients is Robs , thus
we would expect them to affect Phook when Robs =Rg * 1.
Before addressing this intermediate regime, it is useful to
first look at the large obstacle limit (Robs =Rg  1) where
deformation must govern Phook .
To quantify the extension of a flexible polyelectrolyte
in the velocity field of Eq. (1), we determine the velocity
field gradient. It is predictably symmetric, characteristic
of a potential field. In terms of kinematics, local deformation in this field is pure elongation. By diagonalization,
we can extract the velocity field gradient eigenvalues
(2ER2obs =r3 ) and eigenvectors. The positive eigenvalue
is the strain rate ",
_ and its corresponding eigenvector is
the primary axis of extension, which are both spatially
inhomogeneous [Fig. 1(e)]. We define De using the largest
strain rate "R
_ obs   2E=Robs , so that De  2E=Robs .
Note that during a collision, the actual radial-dependent
strain rate is ramped to this maximum value, indicating
the possibility of preimpact deformation. Theoretically,
for De < 0:5 the molecule’s internal relaxation modes
dominate the effect of the field gradient and minimal
stretching occurs, whereas for De > 0:5 the field dominates and the molecule will strongly stretch [22].
We validate that De correctly describes the action of the
obstacle-induced electric field gradients on a DNA molecule by investigating the predicted critical coil-stretch
transition at De  0:5. Figure 2 shows the longest extension xex [23] of a -DNA molecule as a function of time
during centerline (b  0) collisions with large obstacles.
Comparing Fig. 2(a) with 2(b), we see that at subcritical
De (De  0:25) no molecules stretch beyond typical equilibrium values, whereas at supercritical De (De  1)
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Note that this is a nonhomogeneous effective velocity
field characterized by front and rear stagnation points.
Analogous to hydrodynamic flow gradients deforming
polymers, the electric field gradients induce deformation
of a flexible, charged polymer like DNA. Because hook
formation requires DNA configurations that span the
obstacle during impact, we argue that velocity field gra058102-2

FIG. 2. Dynamic extension of centerline (b  0) collisions
with a large obstacle. Robs  10 m [(a) and (b)], and 3 m
[(c) and (d)]. The contour length of the stained -DNA is
21 m.
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some do stretch. Keeping the two electric field strengths
constant, thereby fixing Pe, we increase De by reducing
the obstacle size from Robs  10 m to 3 m. By comparing Fig. 2(a) with 2(c), i.e., passing from subcritical to
supercritical De, we again observe the critical stretching
transition. Similarly, Fig. 2(d) shows stronger stretching
than the collisions of Fig. 2(b). Note that the only difference between these sets of experiments is the obstacle
size. Previous collision studies [9] addressed only uniform field effects (e.g., unhooking time) governed by Pe.
However, our results indicate that electric field gradients,
characterized by De, govern the stretching of DNA molecules around large obstacles.
Each collision of Fig. 2 has the same impact parameter
b  0, however the stretching behavior varies greatly
from molecule to molecule. This is reminiscent of hydrodynamic elongational flow studies [24] which showed that
the unraveling of a polymer in elongational flow is sensitive to its initial configuration. For the same accumulated
strain (or residence time), initially open ‘‘dumbbell’’
configurations stretch faster than ‘‘kinked’’ and ‘‘folded’’
configurations. For comparison, we determine the accumulated strain experienced by each molecule by integrating the spatially dependent strain rate over the molecule’s
center-of mass trajectory. Figure 3 shows these results at
De  2 for large obstacles. The dark trajectories stop
when any segment of DNA crosses x  0. We include
this cutoff because the primary axis of extension and
its orthogonal primary axis of compression rotate along
a given fieldline [Fig. 1(e)], causing compression of
stretched DNA as it passes x  0. We find that molecules
which experience the same accumulated strain can exhibit vastly different stretching, e.g., ranging from 0.25L
(slightly larger than an equilibrium coil) to 0:75L
(strongly stretched) by a strain of 5. Microscopic observation of the coarse-grained preimpact configurations for
each of these collisions shows that the strongly stretched
molecules either exhibit some prestretching or initially
have a ‘‘dumbbell’’ configuration aligned along the pri-

mary axis of extension. This is a strong indication that, as
in elongational flows, the fate of an individual colliding
DNA is highly sensitive to its preimpact configuration.
With this insight into large obstacle collisions, we now
study Phook with obstacles typical of current separation
devices (Robs =Rg  1) [4,5]. We directly measure Phook
with our microchannel setup, defining a hooking collision as any collision in which the DNA molecule is
simultaneously present in all four quadrants of our
obstacle-centered coordinate system. Figure 4(a) shows
the results of Phook as a function of the impact parameter
for collisions of -DNA into obstacles with Robs 
0:8 m. For limiting behavior, we include simulation
results of a point obstacle collision [25]. Note that the
hooking probability is significantly lower than in the
point obstacle limit (Robs =Rg
1) and increases as De
increases. In the point obstacle limit, Phook is purely
geometric, dependent only on the DNA coil size. However, because Phook increases with De, a dynamic effect
underlies hook formation for finite-sized obstacles
(Robs =Rg * 1), a result not predicted by any previous
models. We claim that this amplification of hooking
with De is a measurable effect of the deformation caused
by obstacle-induced electric field gradients.
To probe the impact dynamics at large De, we employ a
Brownian dynamics simulation technique [26,27].
Figure 4(b) shows Phook as a function of b=Rg using a
bead-spring chain (30 beads connected by wormlike
springs [26]) and an insulating obstacle. As De increases
above De  40, we observe saturation of Phook below the
point obstacle limit. At such strong strain rates, a coil
affinely deforms into folded or kinked configurations
whose average extension as a function of accumulated
strain saturates and becomes independent of De for De >
40 [28,29]. These electric field-driven collisions differ
from homogeneous flows because De ramps up to its

FIG. 3. Dynamic extension vs accumulated center-of-mass
strain of 30 centerline (b  0) collisions with a large obstacle
(Robs  10 m) at De  2 (dark lines). Compression on the
backside of the obstacle is indicated by gray lines.

FIG. 4. (a) Experimental and (b) simulated hooking probability as a function of impact parameter. The obstacle radius is
0:8 m (Robs =Rg  1:1). Statistics for each symbol are taken
over an ensemble of 500 chains with a bin size of 0.23.
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maximal value during the collision process, presumably
reducing the importance of kinks and folds. However, the
ramping is so steep (1=r3 ) that it is nearly a stepfunction. Therefore, because elongation and hooking are
intimately linked, we conclude that in the regime where
Robs =Rg * 1 and 0:5 < De < 40 we expect a fielddependent and length-enhanced hooking probability.
By length-enhanced we mean that, for a given E and
Robs , larger molecules are more likely to form hooks not
only due to their larger cross-section, but also due to fieldgradient stretching effects (larger De).
In summary, this Letter clearly shows that obstacleinduced electric field gradients stretch DNA, so that in
addition to two geometric parameters (Robs =Rg and
b=Rg ), the hooking probability depends on a dynamic
parameter (De). Furthermore, the electrophoretic velocity field near an insulating obstacle is purely elongational,
which gives rise to molecular individualism, as seen in
hydrodynamic flows.
This new insight into the physics of finite-sized obstacle collisions shows the necessity of including
obstacle-induced field or flow gradient effects on flexible
molecules in microdevices. The ability to stretch and
compress DNA and other flexible molecules is crucial to
the design of many current microfluidic processes. We
have shown that obstacle induced electric field gradients
act as a nonhomogeneous elongational field to stretch and
compress DNA. For collision-based DNA separations, a
field-dependent hooking probability is a measurable result of this generally ignored effect. Consequently, the
field gradients introduce an additional length dependence
to the separation scheme (De  ) and the DNA collision
deformation is highly configuration sensitive. These ideas
may be used to combat a major limitation in the usefulness of hooking collisions as a separation mechanism. In
current separation obstacle courses [4], smaller DNA
molecules may form more hooks overall than larger
DNA because they relax back into coils more quickly
after unhooking. This counteracts the tendency of larger
DNA to lag behind the smaller DNA in the device due to
longer collision times. A powerful application of this
work would be to use obstacle induced field gradients to
force compression of the chain after a collision. This has
been observed in our experiments at the rear stagnation
point of large obstacles [Fig. 3] and will be discussed
elsewhere.
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